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Tower: A tower generally does not contain stories. This definition is currently
under review by members ofthe HRBD Committee S14 via an e-mail discussion
forum.
ComplexlUrban Development: This class encompasses projects which consists of
a number ofbuildings. It may also refer to the development ofa neighborhood or
part ofa city, rather than a specific complex.
Other: Assorted projects including, but not limited to, bridges, ships, or roadways
fit into this class.
Refer to another PD#: This class appears by default if the record is cross-
referenced to another PD file.
Not yet classified: Some project types have not yet been classified. Generally, the
information is incomplete or does not provide a clear description ofthe exact
nature or class of the project.
Status: Eight different -project statl1s-~es-aredistin.guished within the HRBIl (Fig. 2;6).
The details ofeach are provided as follows:
Built: The project has been completed.
Under Construction: The project is
currently under construction and has not
reached its projected height. Buildings of
this status are not ranked.
Fig. 2. 6 Project Status
.
Topped-Out - Under Construction.: The project is currently under construction
and has reached its projected structural height. Buildings of this status are ranked.
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Proposed: The project has been proposed, but construction has not yet
commenced. Buildings of this status are not ranked.
Future Vision: The 4nbuilt project is a "dream" ofthe future. This usually
includes unusual concepts or projects of unimaginable proportions.
Unbuilt: Projects that will not be constructed are classified as unbuilt.
RazedIDestroyed: The project has been physically destroyed or demolished.
Not VerifiedlIn Dispute: The project status may not be explicitly clear or stated.
Assigned Multi-List Number: This is a cross reference number, or multi-list number,
(ML) indicating that more information about a particular project is available in Report
910.14.
Official Height: The official height, or height to structural top, of a building or tower is
measured from the sidewalk level of the main entrance to the structural top ofthe building
or tower. This includes spires, but does not include television antennas, radio antennas, or
flag poles. Height is listed in both English and SI units and is rounded to the nearest
integer. This official height is also the criterion used by the Council in determining ranking
ofbuildings completed or structurally topped-out.
Other Measures of Height: In an effort to reflect aspects of the statistical height of a
building, additional information is recorded when available. As graphically depicted in Fig.
2.7, three supplemental height measurements exist within the HRBD. These
measurements also begin at the sidewalk level of the main entrance of the
building:
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To Structural Top: Height to the structural top ofthe building (the Council's
official criteria as defined above);
To Highest Occupied Floor: Height to the floor ofthe highest occupied floor of
the building. The definition ofhighest occupied floor is presently under review by
members of the HRBD Committee S14.
To Top ofRoof Height to the top ofthe roof;
To Tip ofSpire/Antenna: Height to the tip of spire, pinnacle, antenna, mast, or
flag pole.
In many cases, the height of a building is supplied to the Council using only one
unit of measure (either English or SI units). Based on the exact value ofthe unit supplied
(feet or meters), the other unit's value is calculated and then rounded to the nearest
integer. Due to the accuracy in its smaller unit ofmeasure, feet are used in the final
determinant in ranking a building's height.
(( 1)
....___-- Tip ofSpire/Antenna -----"
Structural Top (Official)~II
""'----Top ofRoof ~
Highest Occupied Floor
Fig. 2.7: Height Criteria
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Area: Different structure areas, such as net, gross, office, or retail may be listed.
NoteslDescription: This entry box contains miscellaneous infonnation that may include a
significant event, award, or general comment about the structure.
Professional Specialists: Information about the major
professional specialists involved with .each project are
recorded when available. The architect(s), construction
manager(s), elevator supplier(s), developer(s), structural
and services engineers are provided on the pull-down menu Fig. 2. 8Professional Specialists
(Fig 2.8). The name ofthe firm is then entered. Another pull-down menu will appear. The
desired :firm may be selected from the pull-down menu. Otherwise, enter the finn to the
database. The "create a new category" selection is in development and not yet
functioning. Therefore firms associated with professions outside the six mentioned cannot
currently be entered into the system. However, the infonnation about these additional
firms may exist in the PD file.
Image: A photo ofthe project is incorpor~ted- into the record when available. More than
one image may exist for any particular project.
Structural systems: A description ofthe main lateral and gravity load resisting systems
are provided according to the Council classification scheme as developed within this
thesis.
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2.3 FEATURES
The user-friendly environment ofthe HRBD makes exploring this large collection
of data an easy operation. Five main menu items provide the user with a diverse
array ofpowerful tools. These principal items, File, Enter, Search, Sort and Selection, are
located at the top ofthe record display screen (Fig. 2.9). When selected, a main menu will
reveal various options in the form ofa pop-up selection list. Each ofthese main menu
options are described in the subsequent subsections.
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Fig. 2.9 HRBD Main Menu Features
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1 File Menu
The file menu provides four basic functions: re-ranking, exporting, printing and
quitting (Fig 2.10). Each ofthese functions are detailed below:
Re-rank: This tool assigns an order, orr~ to
the top 500 buildings according to the criteria
defined in Section 2.2.
Export: This command translate the selected data
into a text file. This text file may then be used in Fig. 2.10 File Menu
other computer applications such as a word processor or a spread sheet.
Internet Export: This pre-defined routine is similar to the regular export
command mentioned except that the file format is compatible with the internet.
Print... : This feature prints the selected records displayed in a variety of available
formats as shown in Fig. 2.11. Note that a shortcut key combination, "command
N', is given for convenience. Tables 2.4-2.8 show examples ofeach pre-defined
print report available.
Fig. 2.11 Pre-Defined Print Reports
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Print 100 Tallest...: Council report 910.9, The 100 Tallest Buildings in the
World, is printed periodically to reflect the most up-to-date listing ofthe 100
tallest buildings world-wide (CTBUH, 1998). Related statistics and data are
automatically printed by applying this specialized print command. The report is
included in Table 2.9.
Custom Print or Export: This option enables the user to create unique printed
reports or exports suitable to their specific needs. Most ofthe project data fields
collected can be used as variables within the custom prints or exports.
Quit: This item exits the database. Its shortcut key sequence is "command Q."
2 Enter Menu
As depicted in Fig. 2.12, the enter menu lists three functions related to data
additions and modifications. Each operation is briefly reviewed as follows:
New Building: This option enables the user to
create a new project -record. After selectio~ a
record appears with all the data fields blank. The 1.'1:11Fig. 2.12 Enter Menu
user enters the appropriate information in the labeled areas and presses the save
button to add the project to the database. The keystrokes, "command N," are an
alternative route to this command.
Modify Building: The selected record can be modified when this tool is
implemented. The user may also perform the same task by double-clicking the
record ofinterest or by using the shortcut keys "command M." The modified data
can then be entered directly.
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Delete Building: The record is pennanently removed from the database when this
item is selected. One or more records can be deleted at a time.
3 Search Menu
As shown in Fig. 2.13~ various pre-defined
searches are available to the user at all times. The main
eleven search categories correspond to the commonly
used project details. For the more uncommon project
specifics, customized searches are possible. Primarily all
the data fields within a project record can be treated as
variables within a customized search. Shortcut keys are
provided for many ofthe queries.
4 Sort Menu
In addition to customized sorts, Fig. 2.14 show the
pre-defined sort features that exist within the HRBD. Each
option arranges the selected displayed records according to the
sort criteria chosen.
5 Selection Menu
Fig. 2.13 Search Menu
";c:Cij$tom~~§iit;@:
Fig. 2.14 Sort Menu
The Selection menu (Fig. 2.15) provides features iissociatedwithtwo-main-types
ofdatabase functions: record selection and
multi-list assignments. Each programmed item
is briefly described as follows:
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Show All Records: Restores the display to include all projects documented within
the database. By default, the results are sorted by status: built, under construction
and under construction - topped out, and then by official height.
Show Only Highlighted Records: By simultaneously pressing the shift and
command keys, the user may select one or more records. As the records are
selected, they become highlighted. In order to view only these specific records,
chose "Show Only Highlighted Records" from the Selection menu. The display is
updated to include only the particular projects previously designated. The total
number of records within the display is listed at the top center of the project list
itself
Assign ML Number to Selection ... : As defined in Section 2.2, the ML number
cross references a particular project additional information available in Report
910.14. This function assigns an ML number to all the records within the current
display. Each ML number is named and dated. All multi-lists are numerically
arranged in the mentioned report.
Clear Multi-List...: This operation removes an ML number from those records
with which it is associated. This function is available to ensure that the multi-lists
are properly recorded. An ML number cannot be removed from one specific
record. Rather, the multi-list must be completely removed from the system and re-
entered correctly. Use ofthis feature is rather uncommon. However, it must be
present in order to allow the user flexibility in correcting any inaccurate multi-list
assignments.
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2.4 UTILIZATION
The HRBD is ofuse to professional specialists, academia, the media and hobbyists.
The facts it provides are used to create Council publications and listings, such as the
booklet The 100 Tallest Buildings in the World (CTBUH, 1998). The HRBD exposes
project ideas and the professional specialists involved, entertains hobbyists and educates
students. It is filled with additional contacts and references. In fact, the media persistently
consults it for relevant facts and updates.
Studies can be performed by analyzing selected data. For instance, one can
determine building trends in a particular country. How many tall steel buildings exist in a
certain city? Which architecture firm is highly active in designed tall buildings in a
particular country? The HRBD can provide the answers to these questions.
2.5 CURRENT RECORDS PROFILE
A summary ofthe range of information collected up to the present time in the
HRBD is shown in Table 2.10 and Figs.2.16-18. This is presented in order to relay the
,
potential capabilities of the database and the vastness of facts compiled thus far.
Table 2.10 Current HRBD Records Pmfile Summary
• Total Records 8355
• Total Continents 6
• Total Cities 88
• Total Cities 768
19
Buildings
Built
Fig. 2.16 HRBD Project Classes
Fig. 2.17 HRBD Project Status
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-Not Yet
Classified
azedIDestroyed
Future Vision
DC
30-39
40-49
20-29
Below 20
Fig. 2.18 HRBD Built, Proposed and Under Construction Building Stories
2.6 UPDATE STRATEGY
The Council is in the process ofupdating the database to improve its usefulness to
Council members, professional specialists, students, the media, and the general public.
Various recent refinements have been made. For instance, entries for height categories,
areas and street addresses have been added to the database. Certain building design
parameters, listed in Table 2.11, are currently under review by selected Council members
for inclusion into the database. All modifications are critiqued by the appropriate
committee(s) before the changes are made to the database layout.
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The accessibility ofthe HRBD is increasing. In July of 1997, the Council established
its homepage on the internet at www.lehigh.edu/ctbuhl. The database can be explored in a
read-only mode through this site. Although the format of the on-line database differs from
the version found at Council headquarters and discussed in this chapter, the information
provided is, more or less, identical (Fig. 2.19). Note that links are provided, when
available, to the homepage ofthe professional specialists involved with a structure. As
Fig. 2.20 summarizes, the on-line version ofthe HRBD is accessed quite often by both
members and non-members.
Table 2.11 Proposed HRBD Buildlng Design Parameters
Typical Floor Live Load-
Earthquake Load
Seismic Zone
Basic Wind Velocity
Acceleration
Fundamental Period
Damping
Maximum Lateral Deflection
Aspect Ratio
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3. TALL BUILDING SYSTEMS
In the preliminary stages of this project, the type, or types, of tall building systems
to be classified were selected. Prior to any decision, the tall building systems hierarchy
was briefly reviewed from the perspective of a graduate research assistant with a
structural engineering and architectural background.
Although many arrangements are possible, it seemed appropriate to start with the
four main tall building systems previously identified by the Council (1976). The categories
so identified are Loading, Functional, Physical, and Building Implementation. Each is
concisely listed as follows, along with the corresponding subsystems.
Another arrangement is presented by the Council in its eight Topical Groups.
Within each group are specialty committees appropriate to the topic. All four systems,
Loading, Functional, Physical and Building Implementation, are incorporated with the
work of each Topical Group and Topical Committee (CTBUH Brochure, 1998). Table 3.1
lists this alternative arrangement.
This thesis deals with structural framework, which is a subcategory ofPhysical
Systems. Eventually, it would be hoped that similar classifications could be prepared for
the other systems as well.
3.1 LOADING SYSTEMS
The major types of loads applied to tall buildings are grouped within the main
category ofLoading Systems. The HRBD update effort recognizes most of the
subsystems listed in Table 3.2. As mentioned in Section 2.6, certain building design
parameters are currently under review for inclusion into the database. The typical live
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load, at both the service and ultimate levels, the earthquake load and the typical wind
velocity are all included in the proposal.
3.2 FUNCTIONAL SYSTEMS
Table 3.3 lists the items included within Functional Systems. The subsystems
primarily relate to the use of the building, its operation, and its impact upon the
environment. For example, utilization, or building use, is a an item within the Functional
Systems. As mentioned in Chapter 2.2, Table 2.3A expands this particular component.
Together with the Loading Systems, they are the rationale behind the physical systems of a
building.
3.3 PHYSICAL SYSTEMS
The tangible items which represent the actual building and its components are the
Physical Systems. Table 3.4 summarizes the system's subdivisions. Note that structural
framework is one of the sub-categories. This particular system seemed the most suitable
to scrutinize due to the research assistant's background.
3.4 BUILDING IMPLEMENTATION SYSTEMS
The complete life-cycle ofa building is reflected by the Building Implementation
Systems shown in Table 3.5. They start with the need for tall buildings, continue with the
philosophy oftall buildings, and end with the demolition oftall buildings.
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4. STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
4.1 NEED FOR A CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
The demand for an accepted tall buildings structural systems classification stems
from the need for a proper and consistent reference to the many systems and subsystems
possible. With such a scheme established, more direct, clear comparisons are possible.
Most importantly, the scheme can be implemented into the Council's HRBD.
By enhancing the HRBD with the structural systems classification, more
correlations are instantly available. For instance, one may study the types ofbuildings
within the eighty to ninety story range that are compromised of a framed tube. The eighty
story Amoco building, located in Chicago, is a prime example of such a system (Fig 4.1).
The many types of structures with such a system can be retrieved from the HRBD using
the appropriate query. Other trends in design parameters, such as wind velocity, aspect
ratio, or drift, can then be explored by exporting the data from the database.
Over time, an assessment ofperformance characteristics can be recorded. The
structural systems classifications and the HRBD can even be used as a general reference
point in providing a comfort level for clients interested in similar projects. Likewise,
professional specialists may consult this aspect of the HRBD for structural system
examples to stimulate ideas or to provide a point of departure in the design stage.
Such a classification may also be applied to computer networks in inventive
problem solving in engineering. The systems could be studied to lead to new types of
structures and systems (Arciszewski, 1986). In fact, a similar type of study, focusing only
upon wind bracing classification, is being investigated by Arciszewski (1998).
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Initially, the structural systems classification suggested may be a simplified one.
The scheme must be simple enough so that it can be effectively used within the HRBD and
the tall building survey form. Such an undertaking must be completed in stages. The
initially simple classification facilitates the collection of data as well as the database
programming involved. However, as the HRBD is maintained with this new type of
information, the classification scheme may be modified accordingly in cooperation with
Council Committee 3. The modifications can include new subsystems and even new
general categories, ifones are engineered.
Consequently, Committee 3 is in the early stages of planning a second edition of
the Council's Monograph on Structural Systems. Should the classification system
suggested in this thesis be adopted by Committee 3, it could provide the basis, or
reference guide, for the new release. For instance, the second edition's chapters could be
arranged to coincide with the classification. The HRBD could even be referenced for
specific examples of each type of system to be included with the book.
4.2 FACTORS AFFECTING CHOICE OF STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
A sophisticated structural systems classification may assist the professional
specialists in actually selecting a certain framework. Although the scope ofthe current
classification may not effectively aid in the selection of tall buildings systems, it should not
be entirely dismissed. Studies which relate each system to other selection factors are
required in order to have such an efficient structural system reference guide. Table 4.1
puts this task in perspective by listing just some ofthe major factors influencing the
choices of structural systems.
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For example, different types ofmaterials, concrete, steel, or composite, are
considered when selecting a structural system. The location of the proposed structure
contains numerous influential design factors such as seismic zone, soil conditions, or
typical wind velocity. The economy and sometimes even the architecture also impact the
selection of structural systems. These issues are just a few ofthe main items addressed in
Table 4.1.
4.3 APPROACH TO DEVELOPMENT OF CLASSIFICAnON
The classification scheme is initially intended to include tall buildings built, under
construction or seriously proposed. It is not yet developed to include the future vision
projects. Projects ofthis nature include Frank Lloyd Wright's Mile High Tower (Fig 4.2),
Aeropolis (Fig. 4.3), Takenka's Sky City 1000 (Fig 4.4), or the Tokyo Millennium Tower
(Fig. 4.5). Other examples ofthese types ofprojects are listed in Table 4.2.
As seen in Fig. 2.18, over 75% ofthe buildings consist ofless than thirty stories.
Over halfof the buildings built, under construction, or proposed in the HRBD are below
twenty stories. In order to produce an effective classification system, the scope of
buildings considered must be initially streamlined. !herefore, this study considers only the
tallest portions ofbuildings built, under construction or proposed. Namely, it focuses on
those buildings satisfying the mentioned criteria that_are above ten stories. A similar study
may be performed to integrate the lower story buildings.
Once the intended scope ofthe classification system was set, the next step was to
review the literature. Starting with the primary classifications, materials reviewed included
engineering textbooks, the Council's monographs, proceedings and the Council's project
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description files. An e-mail discussion forum was setup with members of Committee 3
and other selected professional specialists. This means of correspondence provided
important suggestions, contacts and further references.
With all these resources in mind, the following approach was used to generate a
consistent and effective classification of the primary lateral and gravity load resisting
systems.
(1 ) Formulate a list ofall lateral and gravity load resisting systems mentioned in all
sources;
(2) Study the geometric characteristics of the lateral and gravity load resisting
systems;
(3) Develop a general classification;
(4) Generate a discussion with members of the Council's Structural Systems
Committee 3 via an e-mail discussion forum;
(5) Modify the scheme accordingly;
(6) Test the classification by applying it to numerous projects within the HRBD.
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5. LITERATURE REVIEW
5.1 PREVIOUS CLASSIFICATION SCHEMES
The examination ofprevious classification systems provided a fundamental starting
point for this research project. In performing this portion ofthe study, it was apparent
that there are various approaches in successfully categorizing the systems. Fortunately,
this was discovered early in the study, making aware the many methods in addressing the
problem. By studying the past works ofothers and knowing the attempts others had
made, it was possible to foresee the method most suitable in achieving the research
objectives.
1 Falconer and Beedle
Falconer and Beedle (1984) developed a scheme which encompasses four main tall
building systems: structural systems, structural materials, mechanical systems, and
architectural systems. These main categories were expanded into more detailed
divisions as shown in Table 5.1. The structural systems were further subdivided
into classifications ofbracing subsystems and floor framing (Tables 5.2 and 5.3).
(These two categories are not included in this study.) Tables 5.4-6 provide a
detailed summary ofthe structural materials, the mechanical systems, and a portion
ofthe architectural systems classification. These latter were also not dealt with
herein, since the objective is to develop a definitive classification of the vertical and
horizontal load carrying systems.
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2 Structural Systems Monograph
Although Committee 3 ofthe CTBUH has yet to formally adopt a structural
systems classification, the monograph chapter sequence indeed reflects some sort
of organization. This arrangement is included in Table 5.7.
3 Khan
The classification scheme suggested by Khan (1973) takes into account the
building material (concrete and steel) as shown in Fig 5.1. Within each scheme, he
identifies the structural systems most commonly used for each material as follows:
Concrete
Frame
Shear Wall
Frame-Shear Wall
Framed Tube
Tube-in-Tube
Modular Tube
Steel
Rigid Frame
Frame-Shear Truss
Belt Truss
Framed Tube
Truss-Tube with Interior Columns
Bundled Tube
Trussed Tube without Interior Columns
It is interesting that "composite" is not included. In 1973, the development of
composite systems was yet to come. Ironically, Khan was the initiator ofthe
development of composite systems.
4 Taranath
Another approach to classifying structural systems was performed by Taranath
(1988). His categorization incorporates the material type as well as the loading
type as shown in Table 5.8. This arrangement is well suited for the chapter
arrangement of tall building structural analysis textbooks.
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5 Smith and Coull
Table 5.9 summarizes yet another arrangement developed by Smith and Coull
(1991). The structural form (structural framing) is the basis for their suggested
scheme. This classification is also used as a chapter guideline within the referenced
textbook.
5.2 LITERATURE OF STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
As mentioned, the need for a proper and consistent reference to tall building
structural systems stimulated this study. In fact, there is a significant lack of a consistent
terminology for the various structural systems utilized throughout the engineering
industry. Often a certain term is used to describe one type of system by one engineer, but
another engineer used that same term to describe a different type of system. Table 5.10
lists terms encountered in the literature. The variety is so great that there is no wonder
there is confusion and inconsistency. This confusion was dealt with by inspecting this list
and determining the most common terms used.
5.3 PROJECT DESCRIPTION FILES
The Council's project description files (designated PD) contain a large amount of
technical detail. A record was assembled ofthe terminology used for selected buildings
(T~ple 5.11). This, tw~, ~~ 4~~R to ex:~~~Ffy th~ laqtc ofa c()~~i~!~I1t vocabulary and to
conclude which structural systems were the most common. These observations provided
the basis for the classification system suggested as a result of this research.
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5.4 INTERVIEWS AND CONVERSATIONS
In developing the classification scheme, the writer often collaborated with
professional specialists in industry and academia. These conversations were the most
influential factors in deciding to base the classification on geometry. Both Beedle and
Elnimeiri agreed that the classification should be based upon this aspect. Elnimeiri stated
that the classification "should be based upon geometry." Although the writer felt that a
geometrical basis would be appropriate, other ideas were expressed. Faschan reasoned
"...you have steel systems, concrete systems, composite system." The individuals
mentioned in the selected references were also very helpful in referring the writer to
additional literature.
5.5 STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS E-MAIL FORUM
A structural systems e-mail forum (STRSYS-L) was established in order for rapid
communication between selected members of the Council, Committee 3, and between
themselves as well. This discussion forum also included individuals listed in selected
references. Developing classification schemes or questions were posted, resulting in
significant feedback. This valuable tool enabled the researcher to receive many different
points ofview.
More specifically, the response received from STRSYS-L influenced many
decisions throughout this study. For example, it provided excellent points about the basis
of the classification. As Sinn of Skidmore, Owenings and Merrill (Chicago) suggested in
his 04Feb98 e-mail: "... any system categorization would have to begin by listing by
deformation characteristic(s) ..." Although this classification approach was not utilized in
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the current study due to its complexity, it was important to take that method into
consideration in the beginning ofthe study. Additional suggestions were posted about
other issues as well. For instance, on 28Mar98, Kowalczyk addressed the level ofdetail
issue by noting that"... the system should be as simple as possible... " This point ofview
was shared with all the subscribers of STRSYS-L. Hence, throughout the research, a
major goal was to keep the classification as straight-forward as possible. Utilizing
STRSYS-L as a viable means of communication proved to be worthwhile since it
reinforced many decisions made throughout the study.
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6. DISCUSSION AND EVALVAnON
The engineering profession at large generally agrees that a study should be
conducted on the classification of structural systems. However, not all are in agreement
with how. Although there were several indirect attempts to establish a classification
(Taranath, 1988, Smith and Coull, 1991), there is only one study on the actual topic
(Falconer and Beedle, 1984).
As Chapter five reveals, the literature is full of inconsistent terminology. For
example, Moore and Gosain (1986) use the term "exterior tube" to describe the same
system Iyengar calls a "perimeter framed tube." Iyengar also uses another term,
"perimeter framed tube," in discussing the same system. This lack of standard terms
requires the establishment of a glossary and classification system in order to resolve the
confusion.
6.1 CLASSIFICATION PROBLEMS
Prior to the development ofa structural systems classification, some critical
factors need to be addressed. First, the basis of the classification needs to determined.
For instance, it may be based upon materials, deformation or behavior, analysis methods
or even geometry. The appropriate level of detail required must also be identified. For
instance, how many sub-categories should be developed? One must keep in mind that the
scheme be simple enough so that it can be implemented within the HRBD and the tall
building survey form (Table 6.1). A classification scheme which is too complicated may
otherwise render its application useless.
(
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As mentioned, it is evident that the actual use ofa standard structural systems
vocabulary is not found in the literature. Often, the same terms are used by different
individuals to describe different systems. Thus, clear demarcations between systems of
actual buildings must be established. Consider the term "megastructure." Leslie
Robertson uses this term to describe the Bank of China in Hong Kong (Fig 6.1). On the
other hand, the proposed Shimuzu Super High-Rise (Fig. 6.2) is also defined as a
"megastructure" in the Structural Systems Monograph (CTBUH, 1995). Yet, the two
systems are not identical. (Coincidentally, the Structural Systems Monograph considers
the Bank of China a trussed tube.)
Other issues also complicate this matter. For example, the first tubular buildings
were termed "framed tube" due to the fact that the system was derived as a logical
extension of the frame system. That is, the beam and column members were enlarged and
the columns closely spaced to mimic a punched tube. Therefore, in a sense, some tubular
buildings may be considered frames.
A similar situation exists for shear walls. One must distinguish between isolat~d
'" )'
shear walls and those which res~mble a closed polygon, or core, in plan. To add further
difficulty, many building systems are hybrids or combinations ofmore than one system. As
a result of this study, it is estimated that approximately one-halfofall tall buildings are
compromised ofmore than one system. In other words, they are hybrids. Should an
attempt be made to identify each different hybrid arrangement? How exactly should
hybrid systems be handled?
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6.2 RESOLUTION OF CLASSIFICATION PROBLEMS
The classification basis is the issue that needs to be addressed first. By reviewing
the tenninology encountered during this research (Chapter Five) it was decided to base the
classification primarily upon geometry. Most of the structural system descriptions refer to
the geometric configuration ofthe system. Very few definitions rest on load-resisting
functions (one example is "moment resisting frame"). It is clear that the geometric
arrangement of a building's systems provides the best physical description of the actual
structure.
The number of these main categories was to kept to a minimum. In fact, the writer
initially strived to create a classification which avoided the category of combinations
(hybrid systems). However, as stated, it is estimated that over one-half of all tall buildings
are combinations of two or more systems. This make it inevitable that such a category
must exist.
It was thought to generate only one level of subcategories within each major
system. This seemed appropriate for initializing the scheme into the HRBD and
incorporating it into the tall building survey form.
In order to provide clear demarcations between systems, concise definitions of
each category must be provided. This includes both a written description and graphical
representation ofthe typical geometric properties of the categories. These definitions will
be included on the survey form and in the HRBD (Chapter Seven).
In order to avoid the majority ofbuildings being classified as some type ofhybrid
system, it must be attempted to group a building within one ofthe "primary" systems. It
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was decided that if 50% or more ofthe total load is carried by a given system, it would be
designated in that category. Otherwise, the structure would be considered a combination
or hybrid system. It seems logical that the subsections of the hybrid systems category is
compromised of any combination of the other primary systems' categories or sub-
categories identified.
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7. SUGGESTED CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
7.1 PRIMARY SYSTEMS
The five major systems: cores, frames, tubes, walls and combinations (hybrid
systems) - were selected by using the methods earlier described. The four suggested
primary systems are: cores, frames, tubes and walls. Each is clarified as follows:
Cores: The main load resisting system is concentrated around the elevator.or
service core(s). This category includes, but is not limited to, cores made up of shear
walls. A core that is framed is also included in this group.
Frames: Assemblage ofbeams and columns that resist the load either as a braced
frame (shear truss) or a moment resisting frame. Relatively speaking, the columns are
widely spaced and the girder depths are essentially those needed to support the vertical
load.
Tubes: Assemblage ofbeams and columns in which the members are situated on
the perimeter of the building. In framed tubes, the columns are closely spaced and the
girder depths are usually greater than those for the usual frame system. In trussed tubes,
the diagonal members carry the major lateral forces. Thus, very closely spaced columns
are not often seen. Bundled tubes are made up ofnumerous tubular structures assembled
next to each other for increased strength. The column spacing for this type of spacing is
relatively wide.
Walls: Systems consisting mainly of isolated walls including shear walls, gravity
load bearing walls, and infilled panels. It does not include systems made ofthese
components that are situated around a central core.
These four primary categories are actually derivatives oftwo main systems, shear
walls and frames. However, a more specific level of detail is required in order to
accurately describe the more common tall building structural systems. For example,
Toronto City Hall (Fig 7.1) contains an exterior shear wall arrangement. This is very
different from the concentrated (clustered) shear wall generally found around the elevator
40
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Table 2.5 (continued) Professional Specialists List
Schedule 14:57
Tall Buildings and the
Specialists Involved
Transportation Center
Stock Exchange Building
54 Philadelphia
31 Philadelphia
1956
1966
18
14
- A Vincent G. Kling Partners
CM McCloskey Company
D PA Tower Building Corp.
Ser Robert J. Sigel, Inc.
Str Thomas J. McCormick
- A Vincent G. Kling Partners
CM Tumer Construction Co.
Set Charles S. Leopold, Inc.
Sir A1labadl and Rennis
1650 Market Street - 1060 Philadelphia
30th Street Station 2227 Philadelphia 1934
Bell Atlantic Tower 1452 Philadelphia
Camegie Center 1042 Philadelphia
Convention Center 1034 Philadelphia
Curtis Center 1435 Philadelphia
Eleven Penn Center 983 Philadelphia
Franklin Town 262 Philadelphia
Gallery 2 408 Philadelphia
Insurance Co. ofNorth America 1658 Philadelphia
Lit Brothers Department Store 1236 Philadelphia
Market Street East Development 1033 Philadelphia
Museum ofArt 2292 Philadelphia 1928
One Reading Center 729 Philadelphia
Penn's Landing 1035 Philadelphia
Philadelphia life Building 707 Philadelphia
Center City Office Space 1032 Philadelphia
Sears Warehouse 1954 Philadelphia
Spectrum 784 Philadelphia
Twin Skyscrapers 989 Philadelphia
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None identified
-A Graham, Anderson
None identified
None identified
None identified
None identified
None identified
None identified
None identified
None identified
None identified
None identified
-A Trambaner, Horace
A Zantzinger, C. Clark
None identified
None identified
None identified
None identified
None identified
None identified
None identified
Table 2.6 Numerical List
369.290 Schedule 14.1
23Mar98
Numerical List of
Project Descriptions
See
Project other
Number Project (Name) Country City PDNo.
0 Federal Building USA Philadelphia
0 William 1. Green Federal Building USA Philadelphia
0 1. B. M. Building USA Philadelphia
0 Custom House USA Philadelphia
0 James A. Byrne Courthouse USA Philadelphia
0 Suburban Station Building USA Philadelphia
0 Land Title Building USA Philadelphia
0 Dorchester USA Philadelphia
0 Inquirer Building USA Philadelphia
0 Packard Building USA Philadelphia
0 United Engineers USA Philadelphia
0 State Building USA Philadelphia
0 Medical Tower USA Philadelphia
0 The Drake USA Philadelphia
0 Academy House USA Philadelphia
0 1. N. A. Annex USA Philadelphia
0 Philadelphia Electric Company USA Philadelphia
0 1500 Locust Street USA Philadelphia
0 Lewis Tower USA Philadelphia
0 Two Girard Plaza USA Philadelphia
0 Fidelity Bank USA Philadelphia
0 2000 Market Street USA Philadelphia
0 Philadelphia National Bank USA Philadelphia
0 Industrial Valley Bank Building USA Philadelphia
0 5 Penn Center USA Philadelphia
0 1818 Market Street USA Philadelphia
29 Central-Penn National Bank Building USA Philadelphia
30 Fidelity Mutual Life Building USA Philadelphia
31 Stock Exchange Building USA Philadelphia
32 IBM Building USA Philadelphia
34 Centre Square USA Philadelphia
54 Transportation Center USA Philadelphia
55 Municipal Services Building USA Philadelphia
234 Penn Mutual Tower USA Philadelphia
262 Franklin Town USA Philadelphia
408 Gallery 2 USA Philadelphia
707 Philadelphia Life Building USA Philadelphia
729 One Reading Center USA Philadelphia
784 Spectrum USA Philadelphia
801 One Liberty Place USA Philadelphia
901 City Hall USA Philadelphia
983 Eleven Penn Center USA Philadelphia
Refer to PD Number listed in this column for information regarding this PD file.
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Table 2.6 (continued) Numerical List
Schedule 14.1
Numerical List of
Project Descriptions
Project
Number
989
1032
1033
1034
1035
1042
1060
1109
1185
1236
1426
1435
1452
1658
1695
1954
2227
2252
2292
2586
Project (Name)
Twin Skyscrapers
Center City Office Space
Market Street East Development
Convention Center
Penn's Landing
Carnegie Center
1 650 Market Street
PSFS Building
Mellon Bank Center
Lit Brothers Department Store
Two Liberty Place
Curtis Center
Bell Atlantic Tower
Insurance Co. ofNorth America
One Meridian Plaza
Sears Warehouse
30th Street Station
Commerce Square
Museum ofArt
Richards Medical Research Labs
Country
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
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City
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
See
other
PDNo.
Table 2.7 Alphabetical List
369.292 Schedule 14.31
23Mar98 Alphabetical List Of
Project Descriptions
Project See
Project (Name) Number Country City other
PDNo.
1500 Locust Street 0 USA Philadelphia
1 650 Market Str. 1060 USA Philadelphia
1 81 8 Market Street 0 USA Philadelphia
2000 Market Street 0 USA Philadelphia
30th Street Station 2227 USA Philadelphia
5 Penn Center 0 USA Philadelphia
Academy House 0 USA Philadelphia
Bell Atlantic Tower 1452 USA Philadelphia
Carnegie Center 1042 USA Philadelphia
Central-Penn National Bank Building 29 USA Philadelphia
Centre Square 34 USA Philadelphia
City Hall 901 USA Philadelphia
Commerce Square 2252 USA Philadelphia
Convention Center 1034 USA Philadelphia
Curtis Center 1435 USA Philadelphia
Custom House 0 USA Philadelphia
Dorchester 0 USA Philadelphia
Eleven Penn Center 983 USA Philadelphia
Federal Building 0 USA Philadelphia
Fidelity Bank 0 USA Philadelphia
Fidelity Mutual Life Building 30 USA Philadelphia
Franklin Town 262 USA· Philadelphia
Gallery 2 408 USA Philadelphia
I. B. M. Building 0 USA Philadelphia
I. N. A. Annex 0 USA Philadelphia
IBM Building 32 USA Philadelphia
fudustrial Valley Bank Building 0 USA Philadelphia
fuquirer Building 0 USA Philadelphia
fusurance Co. ofNorth America 1658 USA Philadelphia
James A. Byrne Courthouse 0 USA Philadelphia
Land Title Building 0 USA Philadelphia
Lewis Tower 0 USA Philadelphia
Lit Brothers Department Store 1236 USA Philadelphia
Market Street East Development 1033 USA Philadelphia
Medical Tower 0 USA Philadelphia
Mellon Bank Center 1185 USA Philadelphia
Municipal Services Building 55 USA Philadelphia
Museum ofArt 2292 USA Philadelphia
One Liberty Place 801 USA Philadelphia
One Meridian Plaza 1695 USA Philadelphia
One Reading Center 729 USA Philadelphia
Packard Building 0 USA Philadelphia
Penn Mutual Tower 234 USA Philadelphia
Penn's Landing 1035 USA Philadelphia
Philadelphia Electric Company 0 USA Philadelphia
• Refer to PD Number listed in this column for information regarding tlns PD file.
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Table 2.7 (continued) Alphabetical List
Alphabetical List Of
Project Descriptioqs
Schedule 14.31
Project (Name)
Philadelphia Life Building
Philadelphia National Bank
Center City Office Space
PSFS Building
Richards Medical Research Laboratories
Sears Warehouse
Spectrum
State Building
Stock Exchange Building
Suburban Station Building
The Drake
Transportation Center
Twin Skyscrapers
Two Girard Plaza
Two Liberty Place
United Engineers
William 1. Green Federal Building
Project
Number
707
o
1032
1109
2586
1954
784
o
31
o
o
54
989
o
1426
o
o
65
Country
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
City
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
See
other
PDNo.
Table 2.8 Geographical List
369.291
23Mar98
Schedule 14.5
Geographical Listing of
Project Descriptions See
other
PDNo.
Project
Number
o
o
3012
383
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
324
o
o
o
o
3506
2583
o
445
1161
o
o
582
721
1601
o
192
695
o
Project (Name)
200 Granville Square
Board ofTrade Tower
British Columbia Electric Company
Canada Trust Tower
First Bank Tower
Four Seasons Hotel
Guinness Tower
Harbour Centre
Hotel Vancouver
Hyatt Regency Hotel
MacMillan Bloedel Building
Marine Building
Martello Tower
Oceanic Plaza
Robinson Square
Royal Bank Tower
Scotiabank Tower
Sheraton Landmark Hotel
Toronto Dominion Bank Tower
Vancouver Mausoleum Tower
West Coast Transmission Company Building
Bethlehem Steel
Broad And Main Renewal
Homer Research Labs
Hotel Bethlehem
Lutheran Manor
Martin Tower
Monacacy Tower
Moravian House
Moravian 11
One Bethlehem Plaza
Rooney House
Unionbank
City
Vancouver
Vancouver
Vancouver
Vancouver
Vancouver
Vancouver
Vancouver
Vancouver
Vancouver
Vancouver
Vancouver
Vancouver
Vancouver
Vancouver
Vancouver
Vancouver
Vancouver
Vancouver
Vancouver
Vancouver
Vancouver
Bethlehem
Bethlehem
Bethlehem
Bethlehem
Bethlehem
Bethlehem
Bethlehem
Bethlehem
Bethlehem
Bethlehem
Bethlehem
Bethlehem
Country
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
Refer to PD Number listed in this column for information regarding this PD file.
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Table 2.9 The 100 Tallest Buildings in the World (CTBUR, 1998)
903-14
Schedulel4.2
26Jan98 Page 1
Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat
The One Hundred Tallest Buildings in the World
Height * (MeterslFeet)
Rank Building City Year Stories Mat'l Use
To To Highest To
Structural Occupied Top of
Top Floor Roof
To
Tip of
Spire/Anterma
PetrOllas Tower I Kuala Lumpur UC98 88 Mixed Multiple 452m/1483' 375m/1229' 379m / 1242' 452m1483'
2 PetrOllas Tower 2 Kuala Lumpur UC98 88 Mixed Multiple 452m/1483' 375m/1229' 379m / 1242' 452m11483'
3 Sears Tower Chicago 1974 110 Steel Office 442m/1450' 436m/1431" 442m/ 1450' 520m/ 1707'
4 Jin Mao Building Shanghai UC98 88 Mixed Multiple 421m/1380' 366M/1200' 370m /1213' 421m11380'
5 wrC,1 New York 1972 110 Steel office 417m/1368, 413M/1356' 417m/1368' 527m/ 1728'
6 wrC,2 New York 1973 110 Steel Office 415m/1362' 411m/1350' 415m/1362' 415m/ 1362'
7 Empire State New York 1931 102 Steel office 381m/1250' 369m/1212' 381m/ 1250' 449m/ 1472'
8 Central Plaza HOllgKOllg 1992 78 COllcraeOffice 374m/1227' 299m/981' 309m/ 1014' 374m/ 1227'
9 Bank ofChina HOllgKOllg 1989 70 Mixed Office 369m/1209' 288m/946' 305m/ 1001' 369m/ 1209'
10 T&CTower Kaoshiung 1997 85 Steel Multiple 348m / 1140' 341m/1120' 347m /1140' 347m /1140'
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Table 2.9 (continued) The 100 Tallest Buildings in the World (CTBUH, 1998)
Schedule 1 4.2
Page 2
Height
Building City Year Stories m ft Material Use
11 Amoco Building Chicago 1973 80 346 1136 Steel Office
12 John Hancock Center Chicago 1969 100 344 1127 Steel Multiple
13 Shun Ring Square Shenzhen 1996 69 325 1066 Mixed Office
14 Sky Central Plaza Guangzhou 1997 80 322 1056 Concrete Multiple
15 Chicago Beach Tower Hotel Dubai UC98 60 321 1053 Mixed Hotel
16 Baiyoke Tower 11 Bangkok 1997 90 320 1050 Concrete Hotel
17 Chrysler Building New York 1930 77 319 1046 Steel Office
18 NationsBank Plaza Atlanta 1993 55 312 1023 Mixed Multiple
19 First Interstate World Center Los Angeles 1990 75 310 1018 Mixed Office
20 AT&T Corporate Center Chicago 1989 60 307 1007 Mixed Office
21 Texas Commerce Tower Houston 1982 75 305 1000 Mixed Office
22 Two Prudential Plaza Chicago 1990 64 303 995 Concrete Office
23 Ryugyong Hotel Pyongyang 1995 105 300 984 Concrete Hotel
24 Commerzbank Tower Frankfurt 1997 56 299 981 Mixed Office
25 First Interstate Bank Plaza Houston 1983 71 296 972 Steel Office
26 Landmark Tower Yokohama 1993 70 296 971 Steel Multiple
27 311 South Wacker Drive Chicago 1990 65 293 961 Concrete Office
28 American Internat'l Building New York 1932 67 290 952 Steel Office
29 First Canadian Place Toronto 1975 72 290 951 Steel Office
30 Society Tower Cleveland 1991 57 290 950 Mixed Office
31 One Liberty Place Philadelphia 1987 61 287 945 Steel Office
32 Columbia Seafrrst Center Seattle 1984 76 287 943 Mixed Office
33 40 Wall Street New York 1930 72 283 927 Steel Office
34 NationsBank Plaza Dallas 1985 72 281 921 Mixed Office
35 Overseas Union Bank Centre Singapore 1986 66 280 919 Steel Office
36 United Overseas Bank Plaza Singapore 1992 66 280 919 Steel Office
37 Republic Plaza Singapore 1995 66 280 919 Mixed Office
38 Citicorp Center New York 1977 59 279 915 Steel Multiple
39 Scotia Plaza Toronto 1989 68 275 902 Mixed Office
40 Transco TowerHouston 1983 64 275 901 Steel Office
Height is measured from sidewalk level ofmain entrance to structural top ofbuilding.
(Television, radio antennas, and flag poles are not included)
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Table 2.9 (continued) The 100 Tallest Buildings in the World (CTBUH, 1998)
Schedule 14.2
Page 3
Height
Building City Year Stories m ft Material Use
41 Renaissance Tower Dallas 1975 56 270 886 Steel Office
42 900 North Michigan Avenue Chicago 1989 66 265 871 Mixed Multiple
43 NationsBank Corporate Center Charlotte 1992 60 265 871 Concrete Office
44 SunTrust Plaza Atlanta 1992 60 265 871 Concrete Office
45 Water Tower Place Chicago 1976 74 262 859 Concrete Multiple
46 First mterstate Tower Los Angeles 1974 62 262 858 Steel Office
47 Canada Trust Tower Toronto 1990 51 261 856 Mixed Office
48 Transamerica Corporate Headquarters San Francisco 1972 48 260 853 Mixed Office
49 G.E. Building New York 1933 70 259 850 Steel Office
50 One First National Plaza Chicago 1969 60 259 850 Steel Office
51 Two Liberty Place Philadelphia 1990 58 258 848 Steel Office
52 Messeturm Frankfurt 1990 63 257 843 Concrete Office
53 USXTower Pittsburgh 1970 64 256 841 Steel Office
54 Rinku Gate Tower Osaka 1996 56 256 840 Multiple
55 Osaka World Trade Center Osaka 1995 55 252 827 Steel Office
56 IBM Tower Atlanta 1987 50 250 820 Mixed Office
57 BNI City Tower Jakarta 1995 46 250 820 Concrete Office
58 Korea Life msurance Company Seoul 1985 60 249 817 . Steel Office
59 CitySpire New York 1989 75 248 814 Concrete Multiple
60 Rialto Tower Melbourne 1985 63 248 814 Concrete Office
61 One Chase Manhattan Plaza New York 1961 60 248 813 Steel Office
62 MetLife New York 1963 59 246 808 Steel Office
63 Shin Kong Life Tower Taipei 1993 51 244 801 Mixed Office
64 Malayan Bank Kuala Lumpur 1988 50 244 799 Concrete Office
65 Tokyo City Hall Tokyo 1991 48 243 797 Mixed Office
66 Woolworth Building New York 1913 57 241 792 Steel Office
67 Mellon Bank Center Philadelphia 1991 54 241 792 Mixed Office
68 John Hancock Tower Boston 1976 60 240 788 Steel Office
69 Bank One Center Dallas 1987 60 240 787 Mixed Office
70 Commerce Court West Toronto 1973 57 239 784 Mixed Office
Height is measured from sidewalk level ofmain entrance to structural top ofbuilding.
(Television, radio antennas, and flag poles are not included)
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Table 2.9 (continued) The 100 Tallest Buildings in the World (CTBUH, 1998)
Schedule14.2
Page 4
Height
Building City Year Stories m ft Material Use
71 Moscow State University Moscow 1953 26 239 784 Steel Multiple
72 Empire Tower Kuala Lumpur 1994 62 238 781 Mixed Office
73 NationsBank Center Houston 1984 56 238 780 Steel Office
74 Bank ofAmerica Center San Francisco 1969 52 237 779 Steel Office
75 Worldwide Plaza New York 1989 47 237 778 Steel Office
76 IDS Center Minneapolis 1973 52 236 775 Mixed Multiple
77 One Canada Square London 1991 50 236 774 Steel Office
78 First Bank Place Minneapolis 1992 58 236 774 Mixed Office
79 Norwest Center Minneapolis 1988 57 235 773 Steel Office
80 Treasury Building Singapore 1986 52 235 770 Mixed Multiple
81 191 Peachtree Tower Atlanta 1991 50 235 770 Mixed Multiple
82 Opera City Tower Tokyo 1997 54 234 768 Multiple
83 Shinjuku Park Tower Tokyo 1994 52 233 764 Steel Multiple
84 Heritage Plaza Houston 1987 52 232 762 Steel Office
85 Kompleks Tun Abdul Razak Build. Penang 1985 65 232 760 Concrete Office
86 Palace of Culture and Science Warsaw 1955 42 231 758 Mixed Office
87 Carnegie Hall Tower New York 1991 60 231 757 Concrete Office
88 Three First National Plaza Chicago 1981 57 230 753 Mixed Office
89 Equitable Tower New York 1986 51 229 752 Steel Office
90 MLC Centre Sydney 1978 65 229 751 Concrete Office
91 One Penn Plaza New York 1972 57 229 750 Steel Office
92 1251 Avenue of the Americas New York 1972 54 229 750 Steel Office
93 Prudential Center Boston 1964 52 229 750 Steel Office
94 Two California Plaza Los Angeles 1992 52 229 750 Steel Office
95 Gas Company Tower, The Los Angeles 1991 54 228 749 Steel Office
96 Two Pacific Place/Shangri-La Hotel Hong Kong
=-56
228 748 Concrete Multiple
97 1100 Louisiana Building Houston 9 0 55 228 748 Mixed Office
98 Korea World Trade Center Seoul 88 54 228 748 Steel Multiple
99 Governor Phillip Tower Sydney 1993 64 227 745 Mixed Office
100 J.P. Morgan Headquarters New York 1992 56 227 745 Steel Office
Height is measured from sidewalk level of main entrance to structural top of building.
(Television, radio antennas, and flag poles are not included)
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Table 2.9 (continued) The 100 Tallest Buildings in the World (CTBUH, 1998)
Appendix A
Schedule 14.2
Page 5
The One Hundred Tallest Buildings in the World
SUMMARY & FACT SHEET
Tallest Building in the World...
... to Structural Top:
...to Highest Floor:
... to Top of Roof:
... to Tip of Spire or Antenna:
Building Name
Petronas Tower 1
Sears Tower
Sears Tower
World Trade Center, One
Location ~eters
Kuala Lumpur 452
Chicago 436
Chicago 442
New York 527
Feet
1483
1431
1450
1728
4
I
63
3
o
Buildings
o
Top Ten Countries,Cities, and Regions Represented in 100 Tallest List
No. of No. of
£ itt Buildings. Region
New York 18 Africa
Chicago 10 Asia29
Houston 6 Europe
Los Angeles 4 Mid East
Kuala Lumpur 4 North America
Atlanta 4 Oceania
Toronto 4 South America
Singapore 4
Tokyo 3
Philadelphia 3
Others 40
Total No. of Cities: 38
Buildings.
59
6
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
8
Total No. of Countries: 1 7
No. of
Country
USA
Japan
Malaysia
Canada
Singapore
Korea
China
Hong Kong
Australia
Taiwan
Others
Other Statistics
Date !!f Construction
Currently under contruction:
1990s:
1980s:
1970s:
1960s:
1950s:
1940s:
1930s:
Before 1930:
No. of
Buildings
4
38
27
17
6
2
o
5
1
~aterial
Concrete
Mixed
Steel
No. of
Buildings
17
32
45
Useage
Hotel
Multiple Use
Office
Residential
No. of
Buildings
3
20
76
o
71
Table 2.9 (continued) The 100 Tallest Buildings in the World (CTBUH, 1998)
Appendix B
The One Hundred Tallest Buildings in the World
UNDER CONSTRUCTION
Schedule 14.2
Page 6
The following list contains buildings that are cUlTently under construction, but are not yet "topped-out" (the
point ofconstruction when the structure has met its proposed stmctural top). The buildings are listed by
height, and they are ranked according to where they would fall on the official 100 Tallest list if they were
topped-out today.
Rank Building Name City Year Stories Meters Feet Material Use
1 Suyong Bay Tower 88 Pusan UC02 88 462 1516 Multiple
Shanghai World Financal Center Shanghai UC01 95 460 1509 Multiple
4 Sudirman Office & Ritz Carlton Jakarta UCOO 81 427 1400 Mixed Multiple
7 Plaza Rakyat Kuala LumpurUC98 77 382 1254 Concrete office
18 BDNI Center - Tower A Jakarta UC99 62 317 1040 Mixed Office
27 The Centre Hong Kong UC98 69 292 958 Steel Office
33 Nanjing Xi Lu Shanghai UC98 62 281 92 Concrete Multiple
47 Tianjin World Trade Center Tianjin UC99 64 260 853 Multiple
58 AI Falsaliah Centre Riyadh UCOO - 250 820 Office
70 BDNI Center - Tower B Jakarta UC99 45 240 788 Mixed Office
71 JR Central Towers Nagoya UC99 53 240 787 Multiple
72 Graha Kuningan Jakarta UC98 52 239 784 Mixed Multiple
98 Wing 10k Tower Hong Kong UC98 54 228 748 Steel office
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Table 3.1 CTBUH Topical Groups and Committees
Urban Systems
Environmental Design
Urban Planning and Design
External Transportation
Parking
Urban Infrastructure
Landscape Architecture
Development and MrlDagement
Economics
Ownership and Maintenance
Project Management'
Tall Buildings in Developing Countries
Decision-Making Parameters
Development and Investment
Legal Aspects
Planning and Architecture
Philosophy of Tall Buildings
History of Tall Buildings
Architecture
Social Effects of the Environment
Socio-Political Influence
High-Rise Housing
Design for the Disabled and Elderly
Interior Design
Systems and Concepts
Structural Systems
Construction
Foundation
Cladding
Partitions, Walls, and Ceilings
Rehabilitation, Renovation, and Repair
Industrial Buildings
High-Tech Buildings
Prefabricated Tall Buildings
Robots and Tall Buildings
Security Systems
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Table 7.1 Suggested Classification System
Cores
Interior Core
Two End Cores
Three End Cores
Interior and Four Comer Cores
Interior Core with Cantilevered Floors
Interior Core with Suspended Floors
Frames
Moment Resisting Frame
Braced Frame
Tubes
Framed Tube
Trussed Tube
Bundled Tube
Framed Tube-in-Tube
Trussed Tube-in-Tube
Walls
Gravity Load Bearing Wall
Interior Shear Wall
Exterior Shear Wall
Infilled Panel
Combinations (Hybrid Systems)
88
903-14
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Table 8.1 Proposed Council Tall Building Survey Form
COUNCIL ON TALL BUILDINGS AND URBAN HABITAT
Lehigh University
13 East Packer Avenue
Bethlehem, PA 18015-3191 USA
610/758-3515 • Fax: 610/758-4522 • E-mail: inctbuh@lehigh.edu
BUILDING HEIGHTS AND OTHER CHARACTERISTICS
Survey Form
DATE:
Schedule 14.6
• Please list the tall buildings with which your fInn has been involved.
• See the reverse side of this form for column heading key. Please return as soon as possible
• Provide photographs where available. Use additional sheets as needed.
Encls.
Height (enter In feet or mete s) (Y/N)
Highest TIp of
Structural OCcupied Top of Tower or Structural Service your Notes. Fact
City, Country Building Name & Address Stories Top Floor Roof Spire Year Material Use System firm provided Events ~heetPootJ:
Interior and
I rJAMP1E) Merchant's Bank Four Corner Structural Tallest
Anytown, USA 3400 Main Street 1413 447' 415' 426' 447' 1967 ConcretE Office Cores Engineering in city N y
(Xl
'"
Respondent's Name and Address: _
Table 8.1 (continued) Proposed Council Tall Building Survey Form
KEY
The definition of a tall building is rcbtive, but for the purpose of this survey list those building nine or more stories in height. (Height is measured
from sidewalk level of main entrance to structural top of building, including spire. Television, radio antennas, and flag poles are not included.) ,
COLUMN HEADING DEFINITION
City, Country City, Country (State, Province) where the building is located.
Building Name and Address Official name of the building and the complete street address.
Stories Stories both above and below ground level: (Stories above ground / stories below ground).
Height Height in feet or meters.(All height categories are measured from sidewalk level of main entrance.}
TO STRUCTURAL TOP Height to structural top of building. Spires are included but television, radio antennas, and flag poles are not.
TO HIGHEST OCCUPIED FLOOR .. Height to the floor of the highest occupied floor of the building.
TO TOP OF ROOF Height to the top of the roof of the highest occupied floor of the building.
TO TIP OF TOWER/SPIRE Height to the tip of the spire, pinnacle, antenna, mast, or flag pole.
Year Completed Year in which the construction of the building was completed.
Material Steel, concrete, mixed, masonry, timber, etc. Also note where there are variations with height.
Use The Council's defines a tall building as a structure inhabited by people for various purposes: (please identify the
:5 building by use, not category):
eateeorY 1!H
COMMERCIAL office, stores and shops, bank, public utility
RESlDEN11AL apartment (rental and condominium), hotel, dormitory, hostel
INDUSTRIAL warehouse, manufacture, laboratory, library, museum, correctional institution, court of law, religious edifice.
PUBUC ASSEMBLY Theater, hall, auditorium (meeting rooms), restaurant, observation.
SPECIAL PURPOSE transportation (air, rail, bus, ship), garagelparking, mausoleum.
MULTIPlE USE megastructures that are various combinations ofthe above.
structurIIl System The typical structural systems categories are as follow (include other elements such as bracing, ouriggers, belt
trusses, interior columns or slitted shear walls):
PrImary Category Subcltuorlet
CORES interior core, two end cores, three corner cores, interior and four corner cores, interior core with suspended
floors, interior core with cantilevered floors.
FRAMES moment resisting fnl.me, braced (shear) frame.
TUBES bundled tube, framed tube, trussed tube, framed tUbe-in-tube, trussed tube-in-tube.
WAlLS gravity load bearing wall, interior shear wall, exterior wall, infilled panel.
ServIce Your FIrm Provided Ifapplicable, what was the firm's involvement with the building (architect, services engineer, developer, etc.)?
Not.., Events Please list any interesting facts about the building, or any unusual event that involved the building (earthquake,
wind, fire, blast, extreme vandalism).
Enclosure? (fact sheet/photo)Ifyour firm can supply a fact sheet and/or a photograph of the building, please denote the proper column with
''Y'' and enclose the materisl.
Fig. 4.1 Amoco Building, Chicago
(Framed Tube)
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Fig. 4.1 Amoco Building, Chicago
(Framed Tube)
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Fig. 4.2 Mile High Tower
(Future Vision)
Fig. 4.3 Aeropolis
(Future Vision)
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Fig. 4.2 Mile High Tower
(Future Vision)
Fig. 4.3 Aeropolis
(Future Vision)
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Fig 7.3 AI Ahli, Kuwait
(Two End Cores)
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Fig 7.3 AI Ahli, Kuwait
(Two End Cores)
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Fig 7.4 AI Ahli, Kuwait
(Two End Cores)
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Fig 7.4 AI Ahli, Kuwait
(Two End Cores)
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Fig 7.4 AI Ahli, Kuwait
(Two End Cores)
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Fig 7.5 Knights ofColumbus, New Haven
(Interior and Four Comer Cores)
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Fig 7.5 Knights of Columbus, New Haven
(Interior and Four Corner Cores)
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·Fig 7.6 Knights ofColumbus, New Haven
(Interior and Four Comer Cores)
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Fig 7.6 Knights of Columbus, New Haven
(Interior and Four Corner Cores)
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Fig 7.7 Treasury Building - Section, Singapore
(Interior Core with Cantilevered Floors)
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Fig 7.8 Treasury Building, Singapore
(Interior Core with Cantilevered Floors)
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Fig 7.9 California Plaza, Walnut Creek
(Braced Frame)
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Fig 7.9 California Plaza, Walnut Creek
(Braced Frame)
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Fig 7.10 California Plaza, Walnut Creek
(Braced Frame)
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Fig 7.10 California Plaza, Walnut Creek
(Braced Frame)
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Fig 7.11 Mitsui Building, Japan
(Moment Resisting Frame)
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Fig 7.11 Mitsui Building, Japan
(Moment Resisting Frame)
107
Fig 7,12 Brunswick, Chicago
(Framed Tube)
Fig 7.13 JolmHancock, .Chicago
(Trussed Tube)
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Fig 7.12 Brunswick, Chicago
(Framed Tube)
Fig 7.13 John Hancock, Chicago
(Trussed Tube)
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Fig 7.14 Sears Tower, Chicago
(Bundled Tube)
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Fig 7.14 Sears Tower, Chicago
(Bundled Tube)
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Fig 8.1 HRBD Building Record - Structural Systems
110
Fig 8.3 HR,BD.DesignParameters
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